A case of gouty tophus in the elbow of a 62-year-old male is presented. Fineneedle aspiration (FNA) revealed the presence of acicular crystals, birefringent when viewed under polarized light as is typical for monosodium urate crystals. Histological study of the removed lesion confirmed a typical gouty tophus. We briefly comment the main characteristics of this entity.
Introduction
The indisputable advantages (simplicity, rapidity, reproducibility, innocuousness and low cost) of FNA for the study of accessible lesions, either by palpation, radiology or endoscopy, have led to the rapid expansion of this technique for the study of a wide range of pathologies.
Although clinically common, tophus lesions are rarely brought to pathological study, and their cytological descriptions are scarce in the medical literature.
Clinical Case
A 62-year-oldman presented with a white-yellow wish periarticular mass in the elbow that grew slowly over several months up to 5 cm in diameter. Its consistency was soft, and there were no inflammatory data. An oily material was ob- 
Discussion
The presence of uric acid crystals surrounded by macrophagic-histiocytic cells Considering the later, we contemplated a differential diagnosis with entities which have similar characteristics, such as epidermic cysts (keratin material), foreign-body inflammatory reactions, or hyperoxalosis (calcium oxalate crystals) [8] [9] [10] . Our first diagnosis was confirmed after the histological procedures and the high-level hyperuricemia (12 mg/100 mL) in his laboratory tests. Two years after the surgical procedure and maintaining a specific diet combined with an Allopurinol treatment, the symptomatology has totally disappeared.
Finally, we would like to highlight the great importance of the histological and cytological knowledge for specific purposes, and the importance of adequate communication between clinicians and pathologists.
